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The vacuum polarization tensor in strong external magnetic fields has been evaluated numerically for
various strengths of magnetic fields and momenta of photons under the threshold of the e6 pair creation. The
fitting formula has been obtained which reproduces the calculated results within 10% of error. The proper time
method is employed further to obtain the retarded polarization tensor for finite temperature plasmas.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The strong magnetic field is attracting the attention of
astrophysicists these days. It has been known that the mag-
netized vacuum shows interesting features as the magnetic
field strength exceeds a critical value Bc5me
2/e;4
31013 G @1,2#. Since this value is so large even in the uni-
verse compared, for example, with the canonical magnetic
field of 1012 G for a pulsar, it was supposed that this was a
subject of academic interest only. This has been changing
drastically recently.
Some observations @3# suggest the existence of neutron
stars with a magnetic field far greater (;1015 G) than the
canonical one for the observed pulsars, and they are called a
magnetar, as dubbed by Duncun and Thompson @4#. As the
reality of very large magnetic fields looms, some researchers
speculated further that some other peculiar extraterrestrial
phenomena might also involve very strong magnetic fields.
Among them are gamma ray bursts and hypernovae @5#. It is
supposed for the latter that a jet is somehow produced in
these objects and the dipolar magnetic field is playing an
essential role. On the other hand, some models for the
gamma ray bursts are employing the magnetic fields to ex-
tract the enormous energy of the phenomenon itself @6#. Fur-
thermore, evidence of generic asymmetry for collapse-driven
supernovae has been accumulated @7#, and the strong mag-
netic field might have some implications for the ordinary
supernova if the magnetar as observed is the end product of
the supernova explosion and the observed asymmetry is a
dynamical consequence involving the strong magnetic field
@8#. The fast proper motion of young pulsars might be ex-
plained by the combination of the strong magnetic fields and
some processes such as neutrino oscillations, for example
@9#. The explosion mechanism of the supernova will be
changed substantially as well as nucleosynthesis therein.
It is, therefore, not only of academic interest to consider
the features of the strongly magnetized vacuum. In particu-
lar, the quantum electrodynamical processes are most impor-
tant, since those objects quoted above are mostly observed
by electromagnetic waves, though the weak interactions are
no less important @9,10#. The study of the strongly magne-
tized vacuum has a long history, though. Adler @11#, for ex-
ample, gave detailed formulations for the polarization tensor
and the photon splitting rate as well as some useful analytic
expressions for limit cases ~see also @2,12–14# and the refer-
ences therein for many other contributions!. Astrophysicists
have used these approximate formulas for their model build-
ing @15,16#.
Those analytic expressions are approximate ones, though,
valid for some limit cases such as the strong or weak mag-
netic field limits and the zero photon energy limit. It appears
that we are lacking the complementary numerical evaluations
of the polarization tensor for the intermediate values of mag-
netic field strength and/or photon energy. In particular, the
energy dependence near the threshold of the pair creation has
not been studied in detail. It is the purpose of the paper to fill
this gap and give the interpolation formula based on the fit-
ting to the numerical integrations. Our interest is, however,
also directed to the dispersion relation of photons in the
strongly magnetized plasma. In Sec. IV we will extend the
Schwinger formulation and give the expression for the re-
tarded polarization tensor for finite temperature plasmas.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we formulate
the vacuum polarization tensors in a strong magnetic field.
We study the refractive indices numerically in Sec. III. In
Sec. IV we extend the formulation to the retarded polariza-
tion tensors in the finite density and temperature cases. Fi-
nally, Sec. V is devoted to the conclusion.
II. VACUUM POLARIZATION IN A STRONG MAGNETIC
FIELD
This section is devoted to giving the formula of the
vacuum polarization tensor which we employ from the pre-
vious papers @12,13# for the numerical calculations. Using
Schwinger’s proper-time method @17#, as was shown in Ref.
@13#, the vacuum polarization tensor in a strong magnetic




Gi f imn , ~1!
where k5(v ,k’ ,0,k i) is the energy-momentum 4-vector of
a photon, v the photon energy, k’5v sin u, k i5v cos u, u
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the direction of 3-momentum with respect to the magnetic





















2sinh~La! H 12b tanh~Lba!tanh~La! J G , ~4!
g25~v
22k i2!F12b22 coth ~La!
2
cosh~Lba!
2sinh~La! H 12b tanh~Lba!tanh~La! J G , ~5!
and









where e denotes the electron charge in MKS units (e2
.1/137), me is the electron mass, and L([B/Bc) is a di-
mensionless magnetic field normalized by the critical mag-




















where Fmn denotes the Maxwell stress 4-tensor and its dual
tensor is defined by F*mn[2 12 emngdFgd .
As was carefully discussed in Ref. @13#, only G0 contrib-
utes to the vacuum polarization tensor if the magnetic field is
very weak, L!1. In such a week field limit, we know the
form of Pmn(k) in familiar QED as














3expF2a1 a~12b2!4 k2me2G . ~13!
In Eq. ~13! we should get rid of the divergence at a50 and
regularize it. Then we obtain the regularized form of the
vacuum polarization tensor at L50,












21cot21SA4me2k2 21 D ~for 0<k2&4me2!,
A12 4me2
k2
coth21SA12 4me2k2 D ~for k2,0 !.
~16!
FIG. 1. Vacuum polarization in a strong magnetic field. The
double solid line denotes the electron propagator which includes all
contributions of the vertices from the magnetic field.
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Thus, to obtain the regularized form of the polarization ten-
sor in a strong magnetic field (L*1), we have only to sub-
stitute G0 with
regG05G02G0uB501A~k !. ~17!
As we mentioned in the previous sections, the refractive
indices of photon would deviate from unity in a strong mag-
netic field because the vacuum polarization is influenced by
the magnetic field and the dispersion relation is changed. The





where k is a spatial 3-vector of k. To obtain the dispersion
relation in a strong magnetic field, we consider the wave
equation of the photon,
@k2gmn2kmkn14p regPmn~k !# Am~k !50. ~19!
In this equation the prefactor of Pmn(k), ‘‘4p ,’’ originates in
MKS unit. The determinant of the matrix should be zero so
that Eq. ~19! could have a nontrivial solution. When we
choose the radiation gauge Am5(0,A), we get a quadratic

























2 corresponds to the eigen vector ~0,1,0! and m2
2 to
(11x01x2)cos u, 0, 2(11x0)sin u. Since each x i de-
pends on m2 through k and Gi , Eqs. ~20! and ~21! are im-
plicit equations for m2. In the literature, e.g., @13#, the au-
thors gave only the integral form and some limit cases.
To wrap up, we numerically integrate Eq. ~2! and then
regularize the results according to Eq. ~17!. Using this result,
we solve the implicit Eqs. ~20! and ~21! to obtain the refrac-
tive indices.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE VACUUM
POLARIZATION TENSOR IN A STRONG MAGNETIC
FIELD
We show here the main results for the magnetized
vacuum. The numerical integrations of Eq. ~2! have been
done with the Monte Carlo method in the parameter region
covering a wide range of the magnetic field strength, the
direction of the photon propagation and the photon energy
below the threshold of the pair creation. In limiting cases,
i.e., both in the large and small B limits, in advance we also
calculated the x is analytically. Comparing with the analytical
esimations, we can check the validities in the numerical re-
sults.
In Fig. 2 we plot 2x0 as a function of L (5B/Bc) in a
low energy limit (v251026me2). From the plot, we find that
the magnitude of x0 increases as L increases. Thus the con-
tribution from x0 to the refractive indices in Eqs. ~20! would
not be negligible in an extremely strong magnetic field.1 This
behavior agrees with our analytical estimation that x0}
2log(L) in a strong magnetic field limit (L→‘) and contra-
dicts the statement by Melrose and Stoneham @13# that x0
}exp@2L# for this limit. This difference, however, is sub-
stantial only for extremely large magnetic fields. Nonethe-
less, we did not drop this term in estimating the correct re-
fractive indices. In Fig. 2 we also plot x1 and x2 as a
function of L. x1 approaches the limit value (;7.731024)
for L@1. This feature is consistent with our analytical esti-
mation and again disagrees with Melrose and Stoneham @13#
1Here we assume the one-loop approximation. Since the depen-
dence of the polarization tensor on the strength of the magnetic field
is complicated even in this approximation after taking full account
of the external magnetic field by Schwinger’s proper time method,
it is a nontrivial issue whether the higher-loop corrections dominate
over the one-loop contribution in the strong magnetic field limit and
above what strength of the magnetic field even if they do become
dominant.
FIG. 2. Plots of 2x0 , x1, and x2 as a function of B/Bc . Here
we adapt v251026 me
2 and cos2u50.5. We find that the magnitude
of x0 increases as B/Bc increases @}log(B/Bc)#, x1 reaches the limit
value (;7.731024), and x2.(e2/3p)B/Bc for B/Bc@1.
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who claimed that x1}exp@2L# for this limit. As for x2, it is
found that x2 is linearly proportional to L in the strong mag-
netic field and the weak energy limit. It agrees exactly with
our analytical estimation that x2.(e2/3p)L under the con-





In addition, in the case of weak magnetic-field and low
energy limits, i.e., L!1 and v!me , the numerical result of














In Fig. 3 we plot the obtained refractive indices as a func-




respectively. It is easy for us to understand the behavior of






for L@3p/a in the case of the weak energy and as long as
x0 is much smaller than unity. The photon-energy depen-
dence of m2 is shown in Fig. 4. In this plot we find that near
the threshold (v2;4me2) the energy dependence of m22 be-
comes important. Note that this behavior has not been stud-
ied so far. The result suggests that the refractive index and
the polarization tensor as well will have a nontrivial feature
above the threshold energy and that their numerical evalua-
tions are required there also. m1
2 is insensitive to the photon
energy, which justifies the neglect of its energy dependence
in the analyses so far. In Fig. 5 we plot m2 as a function of
cos2u in a strong magnetic field (L5108). It is clear that m22
is proportional to 1/cos2u which is analytically expected in
Eq. ~29!.









FIG. 3. Plot of the refractive indices as a function of B/Bc . The
solid line represents m1
2 and the dashed line represents m2
2
. The left
~right! dashed line is the case for v254me
2(1026me2). Here we
adapt v251026me
2 and cos2u50.5. We find that m22 reaches the
limit value (1/cos2u52) in the strong B limit.
FIG. 4. Plot of the refractive indices as a function of v2/me
2
.
The solid line represents m1
2 and the dashed line represents m2
2
. Here
we adapt B/Bc5102 and cos2u50.5.
FIG. 5. Plot of the refractive indices as a function of cos2u. The
solid line represents m1
2 and the dashed line represents m2
2
. Here we
adapt B/Bc5108 and v251026me
2
. We find that m2
2 scales 1/cos2u
in such a strong B limit.






This fitting formula reproduces the numerical results within
the error of less than 10% for a wide parameter range (0.1
<cos2u<1, v2/me
2&4, and 0<B/Bc&1010). In the large L
limit especially, Eq. ~30! approaches the value of the analyti-
cal estimation (.1/cos2u). Of course, the small L limit re-
produces m2
251 exactly. In addition, the low energy limit of
the fitting formula (v2→0) agrees with the numerical esti-
mations very well within less than 1%.
Because it seems that concrete values of the polarization
tensor near the threshold energy of the pair creation have
never been given in the literature, we hope that the above
results would serve as a bridge between the analytic formulas
given for the low energy limit @11#. Although our results are
confined only below the threshold energy of pair creations,
we think those still contain interesting parameter regions
from the point of view of astrophysics, e.g., x-ray observa-
tions (E5a few keV2100 keV). After the discovery of the
magnetars, it is not unimaginable that astrophysical objects
with yet stronger magnetic fields will be found. In fact, the
magnetic field in the core of a rapidly rotating supernova
might reach ;1017 G or more. In such superstrong magnetic
fields, we expect that there would exist non-trivial lensing
effects in x rays due to the modifications of the refractive
indices. Therefore, we think that astrophysicists might have
to consider such lensing effects there for x-ray observations
@18#.
In addition, as mentioned above, our results suggest that
there will be nontrivial features in the polarization tensor
above the threshold energy. The numerical study not only of
the real part but also of the imaginary part of the polarization
tensor above the threshold will be studied in a separate paper
@19#.
IV. RETARDED POLARIZATION TENSOR IN FINITE
TEMPERATURE PLASMAS
In the previous sections we have considered the vacuum
polarization tensor. It is also our concern to calculate the
polarization tensor for plasmas with finite temperatures. We
will extend the previous formulation to the finite density and
temperature case. We will rely on the real time formalism of
the finite density and temperature field theory and obtain the
expression for the retarded polarization tensor. One advan-
tage of the formulation employed for the vacuum polariza-
tion Sec. III is the fact that it avoids the summation over the
Landau levels. This can be achieved also for the finite den-
sity and temperature case as shown below. Recently, some
authors @20,21# gave the expression of the chronological po-
larization tensor on a similar footing. Their main concern is
the behavior of the polarization tensor in the weak magnetic
field limit and the final formula is a five-dimensional integra-
tion. Although two polarizations are related to each other, the
retarded one allows more direct physical interpretation.
Moreover, the retarded polarization tensor should be ob-
tained by analytical extension of the imaginary time polar-
ization tensor which has been given by the authors @22–24#.
Since the spectral density is unchanged by the introduc-
tion of the heat bath, the polarization tensor for the finite
density and temperature can be obtained from the vacuum
polarization tensor under the same approximation. It is
known from the finite density and temperature field theory






1gmGr~x ,x8!gnGc~x8,x !# . ~33!
In the above equation, the subscripts r, a, c denote the re-
tarded, advanced, and correlation components of the Green
function, respectively @25#. For the stationary system, we can
in general assume that the vector potential is time indepen-
dent. In this case the polarization tensor Pr(x ,x8) is a func-
tion of the time difference t2t8 alone. It is possible that it
depends on the spatial coordinates x and x8 separately. Fou-




2 E dq02p Tr @gmG˜ c~q01p0!gnG˜ a~q0!
1gmG˜ r~q01p0!gnG˜ c~q0!# . ~34!
In the above equation, the tilde means the Fourier component
and the spatial coordinates are dropped for simplicity. The
correlation component of the Green function in the thermal
equilibrium can be expressed by the retarded and advanced
Green functions and the distribution function by the follow-
ing relation:
G˜ c~p0!5G˜ r~p0!@122 f ~p0!#2@122 f ~p0!#G˜ a~p0!.
~35!
Noting that the retarded and advanced Green functions for
the ideal electrons of finite density and temperature are iden-
tical to the counterparts for vacuum, we obtain
G˜ r~q0!5Q~q0!G˜ F~q0!2Q~2q0!G˜ F˜ ~q0! ~36!
G˜ a~q0!5Q~2q0!G˜ F~q0!2Q~q0!G˜ F˜ ~q0!.
~37!
The subscripts F and F˜ stand for the chronological and an-
tichronological Green functions, respectively, for magnetized
vacuum, which are calculated by the Schwinger’s proper
time method as shown in the previous sections.
Setting Eqs. ~35!–~37! into Eq. ~34!, we finally obtain the
retarded Green function in terms of the chronological and
antichronological Green functions for vacuum as




2 E dq02p @122 f ~q01p0!#Tr @Q~2q0!gmG˜ F~q01p0!gnG˜ F~q0!1Q~2q0!gmG˜ F˜ ~q01p0!gnG˜ F~q0!
2Q~q0!gmG˜ F~q01p0!gnG˜ F˜ ~q0!2Q~q0!gmG˜ F˜ ~q01p0!gnG˜ F˜ ~q0!#@Q~q01p0!2Q~2q02p0!#
1
e2
2 E dq02p @122 f ~q02p0!#Tr @Q~q0!gmG˜ F~q0!gnG˜ F~q02p0!1Q~q0!gmG˜ F~q0!gnG˜ F˜ ~q02p0!
2Q~2q0!gmG˜ F˜ ~q0!gnG˜ F~q02p0!2Q~2q0!gmG˜ F˜ ~q0!gnG˜ F˜ ~q02p0!#@Q~q02p0!2Q~2q01p0!# .
~38!
One easily recognizes that the structure of the integrand is
quite similar to the vacuum polarization tensor apart from the
integration over q0 and the various combinations of G˜ F and
G˜ F˜ . This enables us to simplify the integrand along the same
line as for the vacuum case. Note that there is no summation
over the Landau levels.
Denoting as FFPr the contribution from the terms con-
taining the product GFGF and similarly for the other contri-
butions, we calculate separately those terms. The antichrono-
logical Green function GF˜ is obtained by taking the








Following Melrose and Stoneham @13#, we can simplify this
equation. Assuming that the vector potential is time indepen-
dent and A050, we can Fourier transform GF and GF˜ with
respect to t2t8. Plugging them into the definition of the
polarization tensor, one sees that the gauge-dependent terms
cancel out just like the vacuum case and the polarization
tensor becomes the function of the difference of the spatial
coordinates, which then makes it possible for us to take the
Fourier transformation with respect to the spatial coordi-
nates. We finally obtain, for the contribution from the terms















dbexpF2i aL GexpF2i a22b24aL kz2m2G
3expF2i cos b2cos a2Lsin a k’2m2G
3expF iH a1b2L ~k01p0!2m2 1 a2b2L k02m2J G3dmn.
~40!




2Q~2k0!#@122 f ~k0!# , ~41!
5Q~k01p0! Q~k0! @122 f e~k0!#1Q~2k0
2p0! Q~2k0! @122 f e1~ uk01p0u!#
1Q~k01p0! Q~2k0! $@122 f e~k01p0!#
1@122 f e1~ uk0u!#%, ~42!
where f e and f e1 are Fermi-Dirac distribution functions for
electron and positron, respectively. Except for the integral
over the distribution functions, the resemblance of Eq. ~40!
to the vacuum counterpart is clear. The remaining factor dmn,









































sin a F12 ba tan btan aGpxm pzm , ~46!
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In deriving the above equation, we assumed pm




which is guaranteed for the current approximation @26#.
The other contributions to Pr with different combinations
of GF and GF˜ are obtained in the same way. It turns out that
the resultant equations are obtained from Eq. ~40! with
changes of the integral region and replacements of the dis-
tribution functions as shown below:
FF˜Pr


























In the above equations, the phase should be taken as A2a
52iAuau, and the factors involving distribution functions
are given as
FF˜ ~k0 ,p0!52Q~k0! @Q~k01p0!2Q~2k02p0!#
3@122 f ~k01p0!#1Q~k01p0! @Q~k0!2Q
~2k0!#@122 f ~k0!# , ~55!
F˜ F~k0 ,p0!5Q~2k0! @Q~k01p0!2Q~2k02p0!#
3@122 f ~k01p0!#2Q~2k02p0! @Q~k0!
2Q~2k0!#@122 f ~k0!# , ~56!
F˜ F˜ ~k0 ,p0!52Q~k0! @Q~k01p0!2Q~2k02p0!#
3@122 f ~k01p0!#2Q~2k02p0! @Q~k0!
2Q~2k0!#@122 f ~k0!# . ~57!













In the above equation, the ‘‘retardedness’’ of the polarization
function is expressed by the combinations of the distribution
functions of electron and positron. The analogous equation
can be obtained for the advanced polarization tensor, which
has different combinations of the distributions functions. It is
noteworthy that the expression is symmetric with respect to
the tensor indices unlike the imaginary time formalism
where the antisymmetric terms arise as an imaginary part of
the polarization tensor. This feature is taken over by the
chronological polarization tensor in the real time formalism
@20,21#.
It can be shown that the above formulas reduce to the
vacuum polarization tensor employed in Sec. III in the limit
of T→0, me→0. Here me is the chemical potential of the
electron. In fact, the chronological polarization tensor in this
limit is obtained from
P˜ F




The superscript ‘‘0’’ means the polarization tensors for
vacuum. Inserting Eq. ~33! and the corresponding expression






1gmGa~x ,x8!gnGc~x8,x !# , ~60!
and using the fact that the combinations like GrGr and GaGa
vanish after integration over energy, we can show that only
the right combination GFGF remains.
It is more convenient to take a projection of the above
result onto the basis tensors constructed from Fmn , Fmn* ,
pm , and um . Here Fmn* is the dual tensor of Fmn and um is
the four velocity of the plasma. Following Rojas and Shabad
@23,24#, we take as the basis tensors
Cmn
(1)5p2gmn2pmpn , ~61!





(3)52@p2gml2pmpl#F ~F2!lsp2 G @p2gsn2pspn# ,
~63!
Cmn




2~pF2p !pn#%/$@p2~pF2p !#1/2@p~F*!2p#%, ~64!
Cmn
(7)5@p2~F2p !m2~pF2p !pm#@Fnlpl#1@Fmsps#
3@p2~F2p !n2~pF2p !pn# , ~65!
Cmn
(8)5~urpr!F S um2pm~urpr!p2 D @Fnlpl#1@Fmsps#
3S um2pm~urpr!p2 D G . ~66!
In the above equations gmn5(1,21,21,21) is the metric,
and p25pmpm, (F2)mn5FmrFnr . The polarization tensor is




p iC (i)mn. ~67!
The coefficients are easily calculated by taking projections


























In Eq. ~72!, it should be understood that only the nonvanish-





























































































































2 a6 . ~84!
Combining the above equations with Eqs. ~43!–~50!, we fi-
nally obtain p i in Eq. ~67!.
Since the medium corrections occur only for on-shell mo-
menta, they do not induce extra divergence to regularize.
Hence we have only to renormalize a vacuum contribution.
This is simply done by subtracting the unrenormalized
vacuum part and then adding the renormalized vacuum po-
larization tensor:
regP5P2PuT5me501regPuT5me50 . ~85!
In the above equation, ‘‘reg’’ implies the regularized tensors.
It is noted that regPuT5me50 is nothing but the tensor calcu-
lated in the preceding sections. It is also possible to subtract
PuT5me5B50 and to add Eq. ~14!. Only p
1 should be renor-
malized as in the vacuum case.
As mentioned already, our formalism is closely related to
that obtained in @20,21#. Both are based on the one-loop
approximation and utilize the chronological and antichrono-
logical propagators of electron in vacuum. Hence it is obvi-
ous that they contain essentially the same contents. This is
explicitly shown as follows. It is known that the exact polar-
ization tensors are related by
P˜ 11~p0!5P˜ r~p0! @11n~p0!#2P˜ a~p0!n~p0!, ~86!
where P˜ 11(p0) is the ~11!-component or the chronological
component of the 232 matrix polarization tensor in the real
time formalism, and n(p0) is the Bose distribution function
for the electron positron pair. Applying this relation to the
one-loop approximation given by Eq. ~34! and the corre-
sponding equation for P˜ a(p0) obtained by exchanging G˜ r
and G˜ a in Eq. ~34!, we obtain P˜ 11(p0) expressed in terms of
G˜ r and G˜ a after using the relation Eq. ~35!. Inserting the
approximations Eqs. ~36! and ~37! valid for the ideal elec-
tron, we get P˜ 11(p0) expressed in terms of G˜ F and G˜ F˜ . It is
easy to show using the relation
f ~q01p0!2 f ~q0!52
1
n~p0!
f ~q01p0!@12 f ~q !#
~87!
that the final expression becomes
iP˜ 11~p0!5e2E dq02p Tr@gmG˜ 11~q01p0!gnG˜ 11~q0!# .
~88!
Here the ~11!-component of the electron’s Green function in
the ideal magnetic plasma is given in terms of G˜ F and G˜ F˜ as
G˜ 11~q0!5G˜ F~q0!2hF~q0!@G˜ F~q0!2G˜ F˜ ~q0!# , ~89!
hF~q0!5Q~q0! f ~q0!1Q~2q0!@12 f ~q0!# .
~90!
This is exactly the same expression for P˜ 11 derived in
@20,21#. The above manipulation clearly shows that P˜ 11 in
@20,21# and P˜ r(p0) in this paper are related in the same way
as the exact polarization tensors and that the difference lies
only in their imaginary parts. Hence the results obtained in
@20,21# for the weak magnetic field should hold for our po-
larization tensor, since it contains the same physics. Our ex-
pression is slightly closer to the vacuum polarization tensor
employed in the previous sections. The main aim of this
section is to show that the reduction of the fivefold integra-
tion obtained in @20,21# can be done in quite a similar way to
the vacuum case and that the resulting expression becomes
also similar to the vacuum counterpart.
Although the form of dmn in Eqs. ~43!–~50! is very simi-
lar to the vacuum counterpart, the numerical evaluation of
them is very difficult. This is so for the same reason as for
the numerical evaluation of the vacuum polarization tensor
above the threshold of the pair creation. This prevents us
from performing a Wick rotation for the a and b integrations
in Eq. ~40!. These should be the next steps.
V. DISCUSSIONS
We have numerically computed the vacuum polarization
tensor by using Schwinger’s proper-time method for various
strengths of the background magnetic field, photon energies,
and angle of propagation below the threshold of the pair
creation. One advantage of the formulation employed here is
the fact that we do not have to perform the summations over
the discrete Landau levels up to infinity but have only to do
the integrations over proper time. We then find that we can
handle the infinite integral by appropriate conversion of vari-
ables. In this paper, one of our main purposes is the numeri-
cal evaluations of the polarization tensors and to serve as a
bridge between the analytic formulas given so far for some
limiting cases. It is noted again that the explicit numerical
values near the threshold energy of the pair creation were
absent in the literatures. In addition, we have obtained the
fitting formula which reproduces the numerical results within
10% of error. In the case of the low energy and strong or
weak magnetic-field limits, it exactly agrees with the analyti-
cal estimations. We hope this formula will help astrophysi-
cists build the astrophysical models.
It is true that the current results are confined below the
threshold of pair creation and that the behavior above the
threshold is very important. However, this region still con-
tains interesting parameter regions from the point of view of
the astrophysics, e.g., x-ray observations (E5a few keV
2100 keV). Provided the discovery of the magnetars, it is
not unreasonable to expect other extraterrestrial objects
which have even larger magnetic fields to be found in the
future observations. In such superstrong magnetic fields, we
expect that nontrivial lensing effects in x-rays would occur
due to the modifications of the refractive indices. Then, as-
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trophysicists should consider such lensing effects there for
x-ray observations. Therefore, we think our work would be
helpful and useful for such observations of x rays.
So far, we have had a foreboding that the polarization
tensor would have nontrivial behaviors above the threshold
energy. The numerical study above the threshold is certainly
our next step and is indeed currently underway @19#.
We have also presented the expression of the retarded
polarization tensor for the finite density and temperature in
the one-loop approximation, utilizing the chronological and
antichronological vacuum Green function in vacuum. It is
shown that the multiple integrations are simplified in an
analogous way to the vacuum case. It is shown the expres-
sion is reduced to the vacuum one in the limit of zero tem-
perature and density. It is also demonstrated that the present
formulation contains the same contents as that derived in
@20,21# and, therefore, that their results for weak magnetic
fields are true for our case. The direct confirmation will be
done when the numerical evaluations of the expression are
performed @19#. Our concern, however, is rather directed to
the very strong magnetic field where no analytic evaluation
is expected. It is emphasized that the remaining issue for that
purpose is common to the numerical evaluations of the
vacuum polarization tensor above the threshold energy of
pair creations.
Our final goal is to calculate not only the polarization
tensor but also other physical quantities under strong mag-
netic fields such as the photon splitting rates and equation of
states for a wide range of parameters. This paper is the first
step of this project.
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